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A B S T R A C T   

In this paper, the stochastic dynamical model of a single-degree-of-freedom milling operation is 
formulated, where a Gaussian white noise process models the high-frequency variation in the 
cutting force. With the help of this stochastic model, it is shown, that large-amplitude stable 
vibrations can occur near the critical machining parameters, due to stochastic noise-induced 
resonance. During the analysis, the second moment stability and stationary first and second 
moment behavior of the periodic stochastic delay differential equation (SDDE) describing the 
milling operation are investigated. The behavior of these quantities are then compared to the 
evolution of the so-called “chatter peak” in the Fourier-spectrum of the vibrations, that is used to 
experimentally determine the presence of chatter, in the stable machining parameter domain. 
Furthermore, it is discussed, how the statistical properties of the resonant vibrations can be used 
to predict the stability boundary and the formulation of chatter, while the machining parameters 
are kept in the safe region. The theoretical calculations are supported by experiments performed 
on a single-degree-of-freedom system.   

1. Introduction 

Machine tool industry is a competitive sector which highly utilizes new technological developments and innovations. Newest 
machining centers are dynamically stiff and robust designs intended to operate at high speeds and at large material removal rates. 
However, very often these capabilities of the machines are not accessible due to the arising undesired self-excited vibrations. These 
large-amplitude vibrations (also called chatter) cause unacceptable surface finish, increase tool wear, and possibly damage machining 
components. Due to the flexibility of the tools, this phenomenon often occurs during roughing operations for larger material removal 
rates, and the suppression of these vibrations is a challenge even for the machining experts. The high modeling complexity and large 
computational effort required for simulations also make it very complicated to analyze the underlying nature of chatter vibrations. 

During a cutting operation the geometry of the chip is affected by the relative vibration between the tool and the workpiece. The 
chip thickness is affected by the subsequent cuts, namely the present cut and the past cut, and it makes the cutting force dependent on 
the past motion of the tool (and workpiece). This is the regenerative effect, which is mathematically modeled by delay differential 
equations (DDE). The first promising mathematical models dealing with the evolution of chatter were published by Tobias [53] and 
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Tlusty [52], who introduced the time-delay and the regenerative effect in the mechanical models. This laid down the fundamentals of 
machine tool vibration research, which still interests engineers and applied mathematicians. 

In the last few decades, several numerical methods have been proposed to efficiently predict the appearance of unstable vibrations. 
These stability properties (stable or unstable) are graphically represented by the so-called stability lobe diagrams, which plot the stable 
parameter regions as a function of the spindle speed (or sometimes other machining parameters). Numerical methods, such as the 
multi-frequency solution [11], the semidiscretization method [24], or the spectral element method [29], to mention a few, are developed for 
deterministic systems, where parameters are assumed to be fixed and free of noise. The predictions obtained for deterministic systems 
by such methods often fail to accurately predict the real stability boundaries due to modeling uncertainties and simplifications. In 
order to take into account uncertainties, new methods have been proposed, where some system parameters are assumed to be not 
perfectly known, but still static in time. For example, statistical methods, such as the Polynomial Chaos-Kriging approach [55] considers 
uncertainties in the modal parameters and cutting coefficients and results in statistical diagrams including the probability of insta-
bility. In the meantime, robust methods, such as the extended multi-frequency solution with structured singular values [21] consider 
bounded uncertainties without statistical distributions, providing guaranteed safe margins of stability. These methods can improve the 
reliability of predictions, but there might be limitations in the applications, such as the high computational effort, modeling diffi-
culties, large number of parameters and unknown statistical distributions, see the works [55,21] and the references therein. 

Methods used for the prediction of stability lobe diagrams (SLDs) are called out-of-process solutions (or sometimes off-line methods), 
since the limit machining parameters are determined prior to the cutting process. As opposed to this, in-process techniques are often 
called chatter detection methods (or on-line methods), because the recognition of unstable vibrations are done during the machining 
[44]. Furthermore, due to the various applications, different perspectives on classification exist [44,47]. Detection methods are often 
based on the recorded signals captured by different sensors, on the surface quality of the machined workpiece, or on other indicators, 
which show the appearance of chatter marks. Based on the physical contact between the machine and sensors, direct and indirect 
methods can be distinguished [47]. For example, dynamometers, strain gauges, thermal sensors, or accelerometers are classified as 
direct instruments, while optical and sonic sensors are contact-less, and are therefore called indirect. 

Classification can also be done based on the evaluation process of the recorded signals typically captured by dynamometers, ac-
celerometers or microphones. Some techniques apply to the measured signals in time domain considering the properties of the time- 
periodic system, for example, [35,26] presented identification methods, which compute the dominant Floquet multipliers of the 
system, in [34] the Q-factor is used to approximate the closeness of the stability boundaries, or use recurrence quantification analysis 
[46] to identify chatter vibrations. Other methods include the analysis of the statistical properties of the measured signals, e.g., the 
probability density function of the cutting force [17], or the RMS of the measured velocity signals [7] are considered to determine the 
stability of the machining process. There are works, where data science and machine learning techniques are used to capture the 
presence of chatter, e.g., the topology of the point cloud generated by the measured vibration signals [25] or a support vector machine 
is used to classify the vibrations [56]. Most of the other methods rather calculate the frequency spectra of the captured signals and 
examine it for the chatter frequencies. Audio signals are used by [14,3], force signals are applied by [31] for chatter detection and 
mitigation, and the calculation of a chatter indicator function is presented by [27] based on the power spectra of signals captured by a 
multi-sensor system. In [33,30] the spectral entropy computed from the power spectra is used to indentify chatter vibrations. For a 
detailed review on chatter detection methods and for a more complete list of techniques, see [44]. 

The main drawback of on-line techniques is that these methods are usually capable to detect chatter only when it is already 
developed, which means that only posterior actions can done. There is a high potential in methods, which can detect chatter as soon as 
possible, when it just starts to evolve (or even before), as pointed out by many researchers [44]. For this purpose, great efforts were 
made to utilize automatic chatter detection during machining, however, the evaluation in most of the practical cases is still based on 
empirical expertise [4,18,27]. 

Beside the self-excited vibrations, there is an another source of vibration which affects the cutting conditions. The so-called forced 
vibrations are the results of the non-state-dependent time-varying component of the cutting force. This occurs due to the changing size 
and shape of the chip, but also can be caused by high-frequency processes [57] such as chip formation and segmentation [20,40], 
shockwaves, material grain direction and local inhomogeneities in the material properties [41–43], shear plane oscillation [8], rough 
surface of the workpiece [32], friction, etc. However, similarly to the uncertainties, these variations are usually not considered in the 
constant parameters of the force characteristics describing the relationship between the cutting force and the chip size, although these 
cutting force fluctuations may significantly influence the behavior of these systems. During the measurement of the cutting force, these 
high-frequency cutting force variations are usually attributed to the quality of the measurement, however, these variations are orders 
of magnitude larger than being explained by measurement noise. These high-speed phenomena are very complex processes, and there 
are ways to model these variances in the cutting force, e.g., using sophisticated finite element method [9,13] to compute the chip 
formation or using a simplified shear zone model [2]. However, these approaches require a large number and hardly measurable 
parameters, are computationally expensive and difficult to evaluate. Furthermore, they do not provide an efficient tool to analyze how 
these high-frequency fluctuations in the cutting force influence the stability of the cutting process. 

Recently, stochastic processes are introduced [19] as a concise way of modeling these variations in the cutting processes. It is 
observed that the noise can be represented by multiplicative model, and additionally, an equivalent white noise process is proposed 
and fitted on the measured power spectra of the cutting force. This approach allowed to show that the fluctuations do not significantly 
influence the stability properties of turning processes [19,49], however, it causes large amplitude vibrations near the stability 
boundaries. These vibrations are potentially falsely identified as chatter, or it can even cause a transition to chatter in the unsafe 
(bistable) zones near the stability borders [16,37]. Due to such phenomena, the evaluation of experimental data is often challenging, 
and even experts cannot always distinguish the real unstable and stable operations in practice (these are often marked as marginal). 
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This paper aims to discuss how milling operation are affected by high-frequency cutting force fluctuations and give a mathe-
matically well-established derivation for its stochastic model (Section 2). Opposed to the deterministic models, this proposed so-called 
stochastic noise-induced resonance (Appendix A) can explain the unexpected appearance of chatter vibrations under stable machining 
conditions [16], and can even be used for chatter detection by predicting the margins of stability (Section 3). It is shown that if the 
noise-induced resonance is considered during machining, then the uncertainty of chatter detection can be explained and accounted for, 
allowing to create more reliable expert systems to classify cutting processes as stable or unstable. Experimental validations are also 
presented, which show good qualitative agreement with numerical simulations. A detailed summary and a conclusion are given at the 
end of the paper in Section 4. 

2. Stochastic model of milling 

In this section, the stochastic model of a single-degree-of-freedom milling layout is constructed by considering the high-frequency 
variations of the cutting force as a white noise excitation. Next, the behavior of the periodic stochastic delay differential equation 
(periodic SDDE) describing the relative vibrations of the milling tool and the workpiece is investigated; namely, its first and second- 
moment stability, steady-state first and second-moment behavior, and the Fourier spectrum of the simulated motion are analyzed. Note 
that the concepts of first and second moments are used here in the statistical sense; namely, they refer to the time-dependent mean and 
mean square of the process describing the milling. 

2.1. Deterministic model of milling 

Accurate prediction of machining relies on the precise measurement of dynamical parameters and cutting force characteristics for 
the used machine-tool-workpiece system and the cutter-workpiece engagement. This section serves as an introduction to present the 
basics of the derivation of the stochastic modeling of milling operations. Here a simple model is used, which allows focusing on the 
effect of the stochastic cutting force on the dynamics of the milling operations. The simplified dynamical model [26] is shown in Fig. 1, 
where the tool is assumed to be completely rigid while the workpiece vibrates perpendicular to the feed direction (similarly to a plate 
under a finishing operation). 

The governing deterministic equation of motion is 

mÿ(t) + cẏ(t) + ky(t) = − Fy(t), (1)  

where Fy(t) denotes the cutting force component in the direction of the displacement y of the workpiece, while m, c and k are the modal 
mass, damping and stiffness, respectively. The cutting force component in the direction of the feed is omitted due to the geometric 
constraint. The cutting force characteristics is assumed to be linear [1], which gives the force for the straight fluted tool: 

Fy(t) = ap

∑Z

j=1

(
− Ktsinφj(t) +Krcosφj(t)

)
gj(t)hj(t), (2)  

where ap is the axial depth of cut, Kt and Kr are the tangential and radial cutting force coefficients, respectively, and φj is the angular 
position of tooth j. The chip thickness hj(t) at tooth j can be approximated as 

hj(t) ≈ fZsinφj(t)+ (y(t) − y(t − TZ) )cosφj(t), (3)  

where fZ = vfTZ is the feed per tooth in the feed direction and TZ = 2π/(ZΩ) is tooth passing period, while Z is the number of the cutting 
edges. Here Ω = 2πn/60 is the spindle speed in rad/s and n is the spindle speed in rpm. Since the two quantities differ only in a constant 
multiplier, their use is interchangeable throughout this paper. In this simple model the regenerative time delay is τ ≡ TZ. The screen 
function gj(t) shows whether the j-th edge cuts into the material and can be given as 

Fig. 1. Single-degree-of-freedom mechanical model of milling with axial depth of cut ap.  
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gj(t) =
{

1, if φen <
(
φj(t) mod 2π

)
<φex,

0, otherwise, (4)  

where φen denotes the angular position where the tooth enters into the material, while φex is where the tooth exits the material. 

2.2. Stochastic extension of the model of milling 

To account the high-frequency phenomena during the cutting process a multiplicative noise component is added to the deter-
ministic model [50,19]. The resulting stochastic cutting force coefficients are 

Kt,t = Kt(1 + σ0Γt) and Kr,t = Kr(1 + σ0Γt), (5)  

where Γt is the Gaussian white noise approximation of the fluctuations in the cutting force, while σ0 corresponds to the intensity of this 
white noise. The stochastic process Γt is often referred to as the Langevin force that is independent of the position and the velocity of 
the tool, its previous values Γ̂

t
, t̂ < t, and has constant power spectra (hence the name “white noise”). Similarly to [5], the stochastic 

and deterministic processes are distinguished by the following notation: the subscript t (e.g., xt or Γt) refers to the time dependence of a 
stochastic process, while (t) in parenthesis (e.g., φj(t)) indicates a time-dependent deterministic process. 

The cutting force (2) with the introduced stochastic coefficients reduces to 

Fy,t = ap

∑Z

j=1

(
− Ktsinφj(t) + Krcosφj(t)

)
gj(t)hj,t + ap σ0

∑Z

j=1

(
− Ktsinφj(t) + Krcosφj(t)

)
gj(t)hj,tΓj,t. (6) 

Note that the chip thickness hj,t also becomes stochastic. Additionally, there are multiple independent stochastic noises Γj,t present 
in the cutting force (6) corresponding to each cutting tooth. The SDDE describing the dynamics of the milling process is 

mÿt + cẏt + kyt = − ap

∑Z

j=1

(
− Ktsinφj(t) + Krcosφj(t)

)
gj(t)hj,t − ap σ0

∑Z

j=1

(
− Ktsinφj(t) + Krcosφj(t)

)
gj(t)hj,tΓj,t. (7) 

The solution of (7) with the stochastic cutting force defined in (6) can be partitioned into a dimensionless periodic deterministic 
xp(t) and into a dimensionless stochastic xt component as 

yt = fZ
(
xp(t) + xt

)
, (8)  

where xp(t) = xp(t+TZ) and E(xt) = 0, where E( ⋅ ) denotes the expectation value. Furthermore, in order to have a better-conditioned 
dynamical system for the numerical simulations, one can introduce the dimensionless time ̂t = ωnt, where ω2

n = k/m is the undamped 
natural frequency of the single-degree-of-freedom system and ζ = c/(2mωn) is the damping ratio. Substituting (3) and (8) into (7) leads 
to the dimensionless equation of motion 

(
x′′p
(

t̂
)
+ 2ζx′

p

(
t̂
)
+ xp

(
t̂
) )

+
(
x ′′

t̂
+ 2ζx ′

t̂
+ x

t̂

)
= − H

(
Gs
(

t̂
)
+Gc

(
t̂
)
(x

t̂
+ x

t̂ − τ̂
)
)
−
∑Z

j=1
σ̂H
(
Gs,j
(

t̂
)
+Gc,j

(
t̂
)
(x

t̂
+ x

t̂ − τ̂
)
)
Γj,t.

(9) 

Here □′ denotes the differentiation with respect to the dimensionless time t̂, T̂Z = 2π/(ZΩ̂), τ̂ := T̂Z, Ω̂ = Ω/ωn,H = apKt/
(
mω2

n

)

and σ̂ =
̅̅̅̅̅̅ωn

√ σ0 due to the rescaling properties of the Langevin force [39]. The deterministic periodic coefficients can be expressed as 
Gc
(
t̂
)
=
∑Z

j=1Gc,j
(
t̂
)

and Gs
(
t̂
)
=
∑Z

j=1Gs,j
(
t̂
)
, where 

Gc,j
(

t̂
)
=
(
− sinφj

(
t̂
)
+ rcosφj

(
t̂
) )

cosφj
(

t̂
)
gj
(

t̂
)
, (10)  

Gs,j
(

t̂
)
=
(
− sinφj

(
t̂
)
+ rcosφj

(
t̂
) )

sinφj
(

t̂
)
gj
(

t̂
)
, (11)  

with r = Kr/Kt. Assuming constant spindle speed, the angular positions φj
(

t̂
)

can be written as 

φj
(

t̂
)
= Ω̂ t̂ − (j − 1)

2π
Z
. (12) 

The differential equation for the deterministic periodic solution xp
(
t̂
)

can be obtained by taking the expectation value of Eq. (9). 
The first-order form of the resulting equation is 

x′

p

(
t̂
)
= A0xp

(
t̂
)
+ c
(

t̂
)
, (13)  

where 
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xp
(

t̂
)
=

(
xp
(

t̂
)

x′

p

(
t̂
)

)

, A0 =

(
0 1
− 1 − 2ζ

)

, c
(

t̂
)
=

(
0

− HGs
(

t̂
)

)

. (14) 

Subtracting (13) from (9) leads to the equation of motion for the stochastic perturbation x̂
t
, that can be given in the first-order 

incremental form 

dx
t̂
=
(
A
(

t̂
)
x

t̂
+B

(
t̂
)
x

t̂ − τ̂

)
d̂t +

∑Z

j=1

(
αj
(

t̂
)
x

t̂
+ βj

(
t̂
)
x

t̂ − τ̂
+ σj

(
t̂
) )

dW
j,̂t
, (15)  

where 

x
t̂
=

( x
t̂

x
t̂
′

)

, A
(

t̂
)
= A0 +

(
0 0

− HGc
(

t̂
)

0

)

, B
(

t̂
)
=

(
0 0

HGc
(

t̂
)

0

)

,

αj
(

t̂
)
=

(
0 0

− σ̂HGc,j
(

t̂
)

0

)

, βj
(

t̂
)
=

(
0 0

σ̂HGc,j
(

t̂
)

0

)

, σj
(

t̂
)
=

(
0

− σ̂HGs,j
(

t̂
)

)

.

(16) 

In (16) the coefficients are partitioned according to the form given in [49]. The process W
j,̂t 

denotes the Wiener process that is 

obtained by integrating the Langevin force, i.e., 

W
j,̂t2

− W
j,̂t1

:=

∫ t̂2

t̂1

Γj,sds and dWt :=

∫

t̂

t̂+d̂t

Γj,sds, (17)  

where dWt is referred to as the Wiener increment. Note that the model leads to additive and multiplicative noise for both xt and xt− τ, 
which can potentially cause a change in the stability properties. As an abuse of notation, from this point the dimensionless time 
variable ̂t is denoted with t. 

To investigate the behavior of milling subjected to stochastic cutting force excitation, one needs (13) to determine the stationary 
deterministic periodic first moment xp(t), while (15) allows the first and second moment stability investigation of this periodic solution 
and the calculation of the stationary periodic second moment of the process x̂

t
. 

The deterministic periodic first moment xp(t) can be utilized to qualify the steady-state mean behavior or average behavior of 
system (7). For this purpose the peak-to-peak (P2P) amplitude of xp(t) is used, which is defined as 

P2P
(
xp
)
=

(

max
t∈[− T̂ Z ,0]

xp(t)
)

−

(

min
t∈[− T̂ Z ,0]

xp(t)
)

. (18) 

To investigate the noise-induced resonance near the stability borders described by the proposed stochastic cutting force, the 
maximum and the time average of the steady-state standard deviation is used, namely, 

max
t∈[− T̂ Z ,0]

StDst
x (t) and mean

t∈[− T̂ Z ,0]

StDst
x (t), (19)  

respectively, where 

StDst
x (s) = lim

k→∞
StD
(
x

kT̂ Z+s

)
where s ∈

[

− T̂ Z, 0
]

. (20) 

In Fig. 2 an illustration is given for the steady-state periodic solution xp, realizations for yt and how the periodic steady-state 

Fig. 2. Example trajectories (10 realizations) for the stationary vibrations yt , for the steady-state deterministic solution xp(t) (first moment of yt) and 
the 1 and 3 standard deviation (StD) zones. 
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standard deviation StDst
x can be interpreted. 

These indicators along with the stability properties can be directly computed with the stochastic semidiscretization method by 
supplying the coefficient matrices defined in (13)–(14) and (15)–(16) to the Julia package StochasticSemidiscretizationMethod.jl [48]. 
This package is a high-performance and efficient implementation of the stochastic semidiscretization [49,51] of linear periodic sto-
chastic delay differential equations. During stochastic semidiscretization the stochastic differential equation with periodic coefficients 
is approximated with a discrete stochastic map for which the first and second moment mappings are calculated. Thus, the package is 
capable of approximating the first and second moment stability and steady-state first and second moments of linear periodic stochastic 
systems, where the first moment is used to characterize the mean behavior, while the second moment describes the mean square 
dynamics that contains the stochastic effects. To calculate the P2P

(
xp(t)

)
values defined in (18) the discretized periodic steady state 

Fig. 3. Draft of the trajectory decomposition of the stationary trajectories: a) the entire stochastic signal, b) deterministic periodic component, c) 
stationary stochastic component. In panels d) the Fourier spectrum of the stationary trajectory and the decomposed trajectories can be seen. 
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first moment of (13) is used, while to determine the maximum and the time average of the standard deviation in (19) the discretized 
periodic steady-state second moment of (15) is utilized. 

Next, to allow the analysis of the Fourier spectra of the vibrations xt (as it is a typical method during chatter detection during 
measurements), the Eq. (9) is utilized to numerically calculate realizations of the milling process. Then, after the transient vibrations 
decayed (which is assumed to happen after 5000 natural period Tn := 2π/ωn), the steady-state section of the trajectory is decomposed 
into the deterministic periodic solution xp(t) and into the stochastic perturbation xt. The deterministic periodic solution fZxp(t) is 
obtained by periodically averaging the simulated result yt with the tooth passing period TZ, while the stochastic perturbation fZxt was 
acquired by subtraction: fZxt = yt − fZxp(t). Next, to investigate the noise-induced resonance, the Fourier transform of the stochastic 
perturbation xt is computed in the stationary section, namely 

ℓpeak = max
ω

|FFT{xt}(ω)|. (21) 

The draft of this decomposition is illustrated in Fig. 3. In Fig. 3(a) the original stationary trajectory is shown, while b) and c) show 
the periodic deterministic and the stationary stochastic perturbation components, respectively. Along with the trajectories the 
magnitude of the Fourier transform of the stationary trajectory yt and the decomposed trajectories fZxp(t) and fZxt are shown in 
Fig. 3d). In the Fourier transform of yt peaks can be observed at the excitation frequency and its higher harmonics, and at the chatter 
frequency, which is typically close to the natural frequency ωn. When analyzing the Fourier transform of the decomposed vibrations, 
the harmonics at the excitation frequencies appear only in the deterministic periodic component. However, in the Fourier transform of 
the stochastic component xt of a trajectory a well-defined peak can be observed close to the natural frequency ωn, while there is no peak 
at the excitation frequencies. This peak is usually referred to as the “chatter-peak” of the mechanical system and based on the model 
presented in this paper, its growth is attributed to the noise-induced resonance. 

To investigate the effect of machining parameters on the indicators described in (18), (19) and (21) a numerical analysis was 
conducted. For this analysis of the stochastic model of milling, some numerical parameters were chosen based on [26]. The modal 
parameters of the test rig were identified through impact modal tests; the modal mass, damping and natural frequency are m =

2.701 kg, ζ = 0.71% and ωn = 259.96 Hz, respectively. The milling operation is assumed to be conducted with a straight-edged two- 
fluted tool (Z = 2) with diameter D = 16 mm and with a feed per tooth fZ = 0.1 mm/tooth. In this case study down-milling operation is 
considered with radial immersion ae = 2 mm, which results in φen = 138.6◦ and φex = 180◦. 

Finally, the cutting force coefficients Kt and Kr were determined through a series of cutting tests, that were performed on an 
AL2024-T351 workpiece clamped onto a Kistler 9129AA dynamometer. The measurements were conducted with full immersion 
milling with axial depths of cut of ap = 1 mm and 2 mm, and for feed per tooth values fZ = 0.02 mm and 0.2 mm with ΔfZ = 0.02 mm 
steps. The spindle speed was n = 8000 rpm. Based on [12] and Section 2.8.1 of [2] the cutting force coefficients Kt and Kr were fitted on 
the time-average of the cutting force signal measured on 50 mm long sections. The measured radial and tangential cutting force co-
efficients are Kr = 0.175 ⋅ 109 N/m2 and Kt = 1.095 ⋅ 109 N/m2, respectively, resulting in r = 0.16, as defined in (10). Based on the 
measurement results in [19,50], the intensity of the noise component in the cutting force is assumed to be as small as σ0 = 0.5 %. 
During semidiscretization the period resolution p = 50 and the Lagrange polynomial order q = 3 was chosen, while the trajectories for 
the analysis of the Fourier spectra were calculated using the stabilized SROCK [45] method (through the StochasticDelayDiffEq.jl 
package) with time step δt = 10− 3 ⋅ 2π/ωn ≈ 3.847 ⋅ 10− 6 s. 

Since the noise is a very low intensity component of the cutting force, it has no significant effect on the stability of milling 
determined based on the deterministic model, similarly to turning operations as detailed in [19,49]. Thus both the semi-discretized 
first and second moment stability, computed with the package StochasticSemidiscretizationMethod.jl can be used to determine stabil-
ity on the parameter region ap ∈ [0, 4 mm] and n ∈ [1000 rpm,10000 rpm], as shown in Fig. 4. In order to analyze the P2P of the steady- 
state periodic first moment, xp(t) is approximated with the help of the fixed-point of the first moment map generated from (13). 
Similarly, to compute the maximum and mean values of the steady-state second moment, it is approximated with the help of the fixed 
point of the second moment map constructed from (15). During the calculations the axial depth of cut was fixed for ap = 2 mm and the 
analysis was performed on spindle speed interval n ∈ [4800 rpm,8600 rpm]. 

Fig. 4. First and second moment stability chart of a milling operation. The difference between the two charts are within the linewidth. The green 
region denotes the stable parameter region, while the light red domain denotes the parameters where chatter occurs. The black dashed line denotes 
the value range investigated in Fig. 6. 
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Fig. 6. Stability analysis of a milling operation. Panel a) shows the moment stability chart, where the shaded area denotes the stable parameters, 
panel b) shows the peak-to-peak (P2P) values of the steady-state deterministic periodic solution fZxp(t), panel c) shows the standard deviation (StD) 
of the stochastic perturbation fZxt , while panel d) illustrates the behavior of the peak height ℓpeak of the Fourier spectrum of the stochastic 
perturbation xt . 

Fig. 5. Examples of the Fourier transforms of the decomposed stationary trajectories. The blue peaks denote the Fourier transforms of the periodic 
deterministic solution, while the orange peaks denotes the Fourier transforms of the noise perturbation. For each Fourier transforms the draft of the 
simulated trajectory is given in green, while the orange trajectory denotes the separated noise perturbation component of the trajectory. 
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First, the behavior of the FRF peak ℓpeak is investigated as the stability boundary at n = 8457 rpm is approached. In Fig. 5 the growth 
of this peak is illustrated: the peaks of the deterministic component slightly decrease, while peak of the stochastic component increases 
hyperbolically. Even if this peak is small it has a clearly visible effect on the time signal. It shows that the amplitude of the steady-state 
noise perturbation xt is amplified near the border of the stable milling parameters due to the noise-induced resonance, since the 
characteristic damping of the milling process becomes 0 when losing stability, similarly as it has been illustrated in Appendix A. 

To demonstrate the effect of the noise-induced resonance on the chatter-peak height ℓpeak, the amplitude change is plotted for the 
spindle speed range n ∈ [4800 rpm,8600 rpm] in Fig. 6(c). To compare the above described quantities obtained with semidiscretization 
and MC simulations, the P2P of the stationary deterministic periodic first moment xp(t), the peak heights ℓpeak and the mean and 
maximum values of the stationary standard deviation of the noise perturbation xt are plotted in Fig. 6. Note that P2P of the stationary 
first moment in Fig. 6(b) do not show any particular behavior near the stability borders, only its magnitude grows at the resonant 
spindle speed Ω = ωn/Z, as it is a well-known phenomenon [6,22,38]. However, the chatter-peak heights ℓpeak in the Fourier spectrum 
of the stochastic perturbation xt blow up near the stability borders as shown in Fig. 6(c). Furthermore, both the maximum and the mean 
of the stationary standard deviation StD(xt) in Fig. 6(d) blow up near the stability borders, due to noise-induced resonance, similarly to 
the peak height ℓpeak. It can be observed, that only the maximum value shows an increase at the deterministic resonance, the mean 
standard deviation is insensitive to it. Note that the square root of the peaks ℓpeak is shown for eyeballing purposes, and to allow the 
direct comparison with the standard deviations. 

The results presented in this section show that by filtering the noisy components from the measured signal, important information is 
eliminated since, based on deterministic values, e.g., the averaged P2P values, the forthcoming chatter cannot be predicted and 
detected. Utilizing the stochastic effects, a model-based quantification of chatter prediction is possible, and the measurement diffi-
culties in the chatter detection close to the stability boundary can be explained and predicted by the proposed stochastic model of 
milling. 

3. Stochastic effects during chatter detection in milling 

In this section it is experimentally investigated how the theoretical results in the previous Section 2 translate into practice. Namely, 
how well the stochastic milling model can describe the qualitative behavior of the real milling process. The stationary second moment 
of the measured displacements as well as the peak growth in the Fourier spectrum of the measured signal is investigated as the spindle 
speed Ω of the milling is varied. 

For the measurements the same experimental setup is applied, as in [26] (see Fig. 7). During the measurements the milled 
workpiece is clamped onto a specially prepared flexure, which was designed to be flexible only in one direction, thus it can mimic the 
dynamics of a single-degree-of-freedom system. This measurement setup can replicate the dominant vibration mode of a thin walled 
workpiece. The milling tool is magnitudes of order stiffer than the flexible direction of this flexure, thus it can be considered rigid. The 
feed direction of the operation is chosen to be perpendicular to y (as shown in Fig. 7), leading to the same setup that’s dynamics is 
described by Eq. (7) in Section 2. Note that in [26] it is thoroughly demonstrated that the deterministic part of this mechanical model is 
capable of capturing the stability properties, which is consistent with the results presented in Fig. 4, namely, the small noise intensity in 
the cutting force has negligible effect on the stability. 

During the analysis of the vibrations, no external perturbations were applied on the system, only the vibrations of the workpiece 
caused by the milling force were measured by means of a piezoelectric accelerometer. To analyze the displacement signal, the 
measured acceleration is integrated in the frequency domain and an appropriate high-pass filter was used. Furthermore, from the 
measured signal only that section is used where the radial immersion, thus the entering φen and exiting φex angles are constant, and the 
transient vibrations have decayed. 

After the integration, the measured displacement yt is decomposed into a deterministic fZxp(t) and into a stochastic fZxt component. 

Fig. 7. Experimental setup to measure the single-degree-of-freedom vibrations during milling. Panel a) shows the schematic figure, while panel b) 
presents the experimental setup, as presented in [26]. 
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To obtain the deterministic component fZxp(t), the tooth passing frequency ωZ has to be accurately determined, since the periodic 
averaging has to be conducted with respect to its period TZ. In the ideal case the tooth passing frequency could be determined from the 
nominal spindle speed Ω of the tool as ωZ = ZΩ. However, in practice this frequency is not accurate enough, since there is a small 
deviation (∼ 0.1 %) between the prescribed Ω and the realized Ω̃ spindle speeds. The actual spindle speed Ω̃ is determined using the 
same approach as in [26]. Since the cutting force exciting the workpiece is a non-smooth function, the Fourier spectrum of the cor-
responding periodic forced vibrations contains the harmonics of the tooth passing frequency ωZ and at its integer multiplies. The 
nominal spindle speed is used as an initial guess to initiate the calculation of the realized spindle speed Ω̃, which is determined by 
detecting the 50th higher harmonic of the tooth passing frequency ωZ. With this approach, the realized spindle speed Ω̃ (and therefore 
the corresponding ωZ) is obtained accurately enough to allow the calculation of the periodic solution fZxp(t) and the periodic standard 
deviation StD(fZxt) through periodic averaging and periodic standard deviation calculation, respectively, where the stochastic 
perturbation fZxt is obtained by 

fZxt = yt − fZxp(t). (22) 

The stochastic perturbation can be used to predict noise-induced resonance through the calculation of the maximum and mean of 
periodic standard deviation of fZxt. Another approach to show the presence of the noise-induce resonance is to take the Fourier 
spectrum |x̂ω| of the stochastic perturbation xt and determine its maximum peak height ℓpeak near ω = ωn, where ωn is the natural 
frequency of the workpiece-flexure composition. According to the theoretical results in Section 2, as the border of the stable parameter 
region is approached, the above described quantities increase hyperbolically. 

The chatter detection strategy described above is applied to a case study similar to the theoretical model in Section 2: the axial 
depth of cut is fixed to ap = 2mm, while the spindle speed is varied in the range n ∈ [4500 rpm,8218 rpm] with average steps of 100 rpm 
and near the stability borders with extremely small steps 2–5 rpm. The modal parameters, the cutting force characteristics are the same 
as in Section 2. The milling operations are conducted with a two-fluted Tivoly D16 Z2 L89/32 d16 VHM+HC P615 tool (Z = 2) with 
diameter D = 16 mm, helix angle β = 30◦, while the feed per tooth was chosen as fZ = 0.1 mm/tooth. Furthermore, these down-milling 

Fig. 8. Measured quantities during the milling operation. Panel a) shows the P2P values of the mean periodic solution, panel b) illustrates the 
behavior of the peak height fZℓpeak of the Fourier spectrum of the stochastic component fZxt while panel c) and d) shows the maximum and mean 
values of the standard deviation of the stochastic component of the vibrations, respectively. The lines connecting the crosses denote individual 
measurement series. 
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tests were conducted along a straight path, with radial immersion ae = 2 mm, which results in φen ≈ 138.6◦ and φex = 180◦. The 
length of the workpiece in the feed direction was 100 mm which resulted in approximately 1000 cutting cycles with the applied fZ =

0.1 mm/tooth (that translated into 500 tool rotations, since Z = 2). The parameters of the calculations in Section 2 are chosen to be 
similar to these measurements to allow a direct qualitative comparison theoretical results obtained there. Note that the effect of the 
helix angle β = 30◦ is negligible due to the small axial immersion ap. 

The measurements were carried out on an NCT EmR-610Ms milling machine, where the workpiece was clamped onto the flexure. 
The vibration signals were acquired by B&K 4397 type acceleration sensor and the vibration data was collected with a NI-9234 Input 
Module in a NI cDAQ-9178 Chassis at 51200 Hz sampling rate. 

In Fig. 8 some properties of the measured signal is shown, namely the peak-to-peak value P2P
(
fZxp(t)

)
of the mean periodic 

displacement fZxp(t), the fZℓpeak of the FFT of stochastic signal fZxt and the maximum and mean values of the standard deviation 
StD(fZxt), respectively. These properties of the measured signals show strong similarity to the theoretical results shown in Section 2. 
The peak-to-peak value P2P

(
fZxp(t)

)
does not show any particular behavior near the stability borders and its magnitude grows at the 

resonant spindle speed Ω = ωn/Z, which is expected based on the deterministic models. 
However, in contrast to the theoretical results, there are increased P2P

(
fZxp(t)

)
values around 5300 − 5500 rpm, which corre-

sponds to a flip bifurcation predicted by theoretical models at that spindle speed range [23]. A typical source of this phenomenon is the 
tool-runout that breaks the symmetry and the perfect time-periodicity of the cutting process [54]. Another typical reason for such 
inaccuracy is the slightly varying spindle speed, which can also raise new frequency components in the spectra. Furthermore, even a 
small variation of spindle speed makes it impossible to perfectly decompose the measured signal into a mean periodic and into a 
stochastic component. 

The peak heights ℓpeak in the Fourier spectrum of the stochastic component xt blow up at all the stability borders as predicted by the 
theory. Discrepancies at the resonant spindle speed might be due to the above mentioned measurement problems, which cause a small 
portion of the deterministic component still being present in the stochastic component xt , and this leads to the increase in the peak 
height ℓpeak at the resonant spindle speeds. Note that this increase is only relatively large, since in absolute value it is only a 4 − 5 μm 
(compared to the mean’s peak height which is ∼ 350 μm). Some examples for the growth of the fZℓpeak at the stability borders are 
shown in Fig. 9, where the measured signal and its FFT is presented. Furthermore, both the maximum and the mean of the stationary 
standard deviation StD(xt) in Fig. 8(c)–(d) blow up at all the stability borders due to the noise-induced resonance, similarly to the peak 
height ℓpeak. 

As for the standard deviations, the difference between the maximum and the mean is only approximately a multiplier (∼ 1.5× ), 
but they show the same behavior, while the theoretical results predict a slight difference at the resonant spindle speed. This can be also 
the consequence of the varying spindle speed, since during the averaging, the effects causing the different behavior in the maximum 
and mean of the StD(fZxt) are mitigated by this small variation of the spindle speed. Nonetheless, the standard deviation StD(fZxt) is a 
good model based candidate for chatter indicator, since it does not produce a false positive or marginal uncertain measurement result 
and shows the same type of behavior near the stability borders, as predicted by the theory. However, the measurement of such a small 
standard deviation is challenging during a real practical scenario, due to the measurement is being overloaded by noise related to other 
sources, while the fZℓpeak can be still well tracked, thus the state-of-the-art approaches are based on this quantity. 

This ℓpeak is used intuitively by scientists and engineers, as a base value since decades. However, in this work a rigorous mathe-
matical description provides an explanation on why a “chatter peak” appears in the stable domain during cutting experiments. 

Fig. 9. Examples of the measured force signals and the corresponding Fourier transforms of the decomposed measured vibrations. The blue peaks 
denote the Fourier transforms of the periodic deterministic solution, while the orange peaks denote the Fourier transforms of the noise perturbation. 
For each Fourier transforms the measured displacement is given in green, the stochastic component is shown with the orange trajectory. The spindle 
speed Ω in each panel correspond to the nominal spindle speed. 
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4. Conclusions and discussion 

In this work, the noise-induced resonance in milling operations is investigated. The theoretical analysis explain the presence of the 
so-called chatter peaks in the spectra of the measured vibrations signals under stable machining conditions. The steady-state stochastic 
component of the machine tool vibrations are shown to grow hyperbolically as the stability boundaries are approached. The results are 
supported by an experimental case study. 

First, the theoretical explanation of the phenomenon is given with the help of the stochastic single-degree-of-freedom model of 
milling, namely, that it is caused by the stochastic noise-induced resonance. It was shown that the influence of the fluctuating cutting 
force on the stability of milling is negligible. However, as the border of the stable cutting parameters is approached the effects of the 
noise in the stationary solution are magnified, while in the steady-state deterministic periodic solution xp(t) no particular behavior can 
be observed. This increase can be observed in the Fourier transformed vibration signals: a peak emerges at the chatter frequency near 
the natural frequency ωn of the mechanical system. Similarly, the steady-state E

(
x2

t
)

of the stochastic perturbation xt grows hyper-
bolically near the critical parameter values. This shows that the vibrations are deviating from the deterministic steady-state solution 
xp(t) in an increasing manner as the characteristic damping of the system decreases to zero, and eventually the unstable chatter vi-
brations occur. 

These indicate that even seemingly negligible noise fluctuations in the cutting force can cause a resonance effect near the stability 
borders, leading to difficulties in chatter detection, or it can even cause the transition to chatter in the unsafe (bistable) zones near the 
stability borders [16,36]. Moreover, this behavior indicates that by filtering the noisy components of the vibration signals important 
information is eliminated, and utilizing only the attributes of the signal based on deterministic phenomena, the forthcoming chatter 
cannot be predicted or detected reliably. 

To validate the theoretical results a detailed series of milling tests were performed. The results obtained during the measurements 
showed good agreement with the theoretical predictions, however, there were some minor qualitative differences. First, the measured 
chatter peaks in the FFT of the measured stochastic perturbation process xt show an increase in case of the resonant spindle speed 
Ω ≈ ωn/Z. Secondly, the maximum and the time average of the periodic steady-state standard deviation do not differ from each other 
qualitatively for the measurements, while the theoretical calculations predict an increase in the maximum standard deviation near the 
resonant spindle speed. These differences can be attributed to the slight (1–2 rpm) fluctuations in the spindle speed, since the method 
relies on partitioning the measured signal into a steady-state deterministic periodic solution xp(t) and into a stationary stochastic 
component xt. If the periodic deterministic component is not perfectly determined, then the calculation of the other periodic quantities 
also lead to inaccurate results. In case of the chatter peak height ℓpeak the steady-state deterministic component is not completely 
removed from the stochastic perturbation (even if only a rather small portion is the remainder), thus the unpredicted increase is shown 
in the measurement results. For the periodic second moment, the periodicity is blurred by this effect. 

As a summary, the stochastic analysis of the milling process can provide a qualitative description of the noise component in the 
stable domain, which can be utilized to detect the emerging chatter. Furthermore, near the stability borders, due to the noise-induced 
resonance, the theoretical model is really sensitive [10,28] to slight changes, e.g., varying spindle speed, tool run-out, helical edge 

Fig. 10. Comparison of the a) measured signal at n = 4600 rpm with simulated signals b)–d) with parameters used in Section 2 at n = 5100 rpm 
(both spindle speed is in the domain of stable milling, and ∼ 100 rpm from the stability border. 
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geometry and the fly-overs even at small-amplitude vibrations. Moreover, for a better quantitative comparison, the intensity of the 
noise process as well as the other parameter of the model can be tuned, however, it is not trivial how the stochastic component of the 
cutting force should be adjusted. Namely, the intensity σ0 should be decreased in the theoretical model (7) to fit the calculated peak 
values ℓpeak and standard deviations StD(fZxt) to their measured counterparts, while based on the visual inspection of the time signals 
presented in Fig. 10 this intensity σ0 should be increased, relative to the measured intensity presented in [19]. 

To conclude, in this paper the stochastic single-degree-of-freedom model of milling is investigated, where the high-frequency 
fluctuations in the cutting force is substituted by a Gaussian white noise process. With the help of the stochastic model of milling 
the formulation of a chatter peak in the FFT of the signal in the stable machining parameter domains are explained as the manifestation 
of the noise-induced resonance near the stability borders. It is shown, that near the critical machining parameters both the height of the 
so-called chatter peak in the FFT and the steady-state second moment of the simulated and measured vibrations grow hyperbolically. 
The theoretical findings are validated through a series of milling experiments, which produce results that are in good agreement with 
the predicted behavior. Utilizing the results of this paper, more reliable chatter detection methods can be constructed, where the 
stable, the resonant and the unstable vibrations are distinguished based on physical models and quantities. 
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Appendix A. Noise-induced resonance 

Since the white noise process Γt has a constant power spectral density [5,39], it has the potential to cause a resonance effect. To 
demonstrate this, consider the dimensionless equation of motion of the single-degree-of-freedom linear oscillator subjected to white 
noise excitation: 

ẋt + 2ζẋt + xt = σ0Γt, (23)  

where ζ is the damping coefficient. Eq. (23) and has the first-order incremental form 

dxt = Axtdt+ σdWt, xt =

(
xt
ẋt

)

, A =

(
0 1
− 1 − 2ζ

)

, σ =

(
0
σ0

)

. (24) 

The solution of (24) can be written [5] as 

xt = eAtx0 +

∫ t

0
eA(t− t̂)σdŴ

t
. (25) 

In case of a stable system with moderate damping (0 < ζ ≪ 1) the stationary moments are 

lim
t→∞

E(xt) = 0, lim
t→∞

E
(
xtx⊤

t

)
=

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

σ2
0

4ζ
0

0
σ2

0

4ζ

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠
. (26) 

Note that in case of small damping, even if the average tends to zero, there can persist a significant noisy motion. 
This consequence can be derived using a different approach. The oscillator (24) is often characterised by using the absolute value of 

the frequency response function (resonance curve): 

R(ω) = 1
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

(1 − ω2)
2
+ 4ζ2ω2

√ . (27) 
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The resonance curve R(ω) describes the amplification rate of the mechanical system (24) for each frequency ω for a given force 
excitation. In case of a deterministic harmonic excitation resonance occurs if the excitation frequency matches the natural frequency of 
the system. 

Since the white noise Γt excites all the frequencies with the same magnitude the resonant excitation is unavoidable. The worst case, 
the maximum of the amplification described by the maximum of the resonance curve R(ω) is a good measure to investigate the 
maximal response of the system (24) given by 

max
ω

R(ω) = 1
2ζ

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
1 − ζ2

√ (28)  

at ω =
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
1 − 2ζ2

√
, or for 0 < ζ ≪ 1 

max
ω

R(ω) ≈ 1
2ζ

(29)  

at ω ≈ 1, thus the noise is inversely proportional to the damping ζ. 
Comparing the stationary second moment in (26) and the maximum amplification near small ζ values in (29) it can be seen, that the 

two quantity increase hyperbolically as approaching the critical damping value ζ = 0 (see Fig. 11). This observation can be utilized, to 
use the stationary second moment to qualitatively describe systems near critical parameters. In case of bifurcation analysis, when the 
system changes from stable to unstable, e.g., in model (24) the bifurcation parameter ζ goes through zero, the second moment of the 
vibration tends to infinity even before reaching the unstable zone. Note that in case of more complex models (e.g., a non-smooth, 
nonlinear model of turning in [15]) the effect of noise-induced resonance is saturated near the bifurcation point of the trivial solu-
tion, thus the linear model is gives only good approximation for smaller amplitude vibrations. 
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